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Why RedRaven?
In mythology, the raven represents prophecy and insight, a messenger collecting and bringing 
wisdom, knowledge and clarity — equipped with knowledge to guard and protect — and the 
power to see beyond. With plumage of Flowserve’s trademark color, RedRaven is the symbol of 
Flowserve’s suite of industrial Internet of Things (IoT) products, software and services. 

Deriving its power from Flowserve’s engineering expertise in fluid motion and control, its 
advances in analytics, diagnostic and predictive capabilities, and the limitless connections and 
speed of the IoT, RedRaven is a transformative technology. With RedRaven, you’ll have clear 
insights to improve your plant’s efficiency, productivity and reliability.
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The RedRaven Commercial Playbook 
summarizes all Flowserve collateral 
related to RedRaven. It is designed to 
provide easy access to all collateral that 
have been developed as part of the 
RedRaven launch.

REDRAVEN  
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Everything RedRaven,  
all in one place
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REDRAVEN COLLATERAL MENU  
Brochures, white papers, and other materials that  
explain RedRaven products and services
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VIDEOS
Visual representation of RedRaven solutions

Play
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Access links

LORA TECHNOLOGY ANIMATION

REDRAVEN TEASER VIDEO

REDRAVEN OVERVIEW VIDEO

REDRAVEN VALVE SOLUTIONS VIDEO

REDRAVEN SEAL SOLUTIONS VIDEO

REDRAVEN INSIGHT PORTAL DEMO VIDEO

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/wzpfklqzd7/lorawan_wireless_monitoring_en_1920x1080
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/jx55xpljnj/redraven_final
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/gz8kc7jpgq/3504_redraven_predict_act_protect_en_1920x1080
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/m6rsvhn6bq/sevid000420_en_1920x1080
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/bzjrjfqsbn/sevid000661_en_1920x1080
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/znbcsrgtfq/sevid001055_en_1920x1080


DATA SHEETS
Technical specifications sheets, each containing a 
detailed technical description of RedRaven components
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Access links

Condit ion Monitoring

NODE ER LoRaWAN WIRELESS SENSOR

 
Predictive Analytics

DETECT SENSOR

DATA TRANSFER BOX

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/qn727hcnvr/seds000168_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/gfnmhdjglf/seds000213_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/g6cbs9chvj/seds000084_en_aq


BROCHURES
Show a high-level overview for individual solutions or  
an entire portfolio of monitoring solutions
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Access links

RedRaven IoT Overview

English

French

German

Ital ian

Japanese

Korean

Spanish

RedRaven Valve Brochure

English

French

German

Ital ian

Spanish

RedRaven Seal Brochure

English

RedRaven Data Security and Privacy

English

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/x2fkpvgbpr/sebr000232_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/gshkbbs8ft/sebr000232_fr_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/dsf78cjfq2/sebr000232_de_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/gfx5vzvbhw/sebr000232_it_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/2mjwcqhjrt/sebr000232_ja_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/5ztctc7rbr/sebr000232_ko_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/9g9rqz9vvh/sebr000232_es_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/8bfbnkhtlz/sefly000313_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/2kzqqhjscj/sefly000313_fr_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/kxzgjztspm/sefly000313_de_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/vlwb2zp7qz/sefly000313_it_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/j7mwhlm2h6/sefly000313_es_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/7g98xsncvj/sebr000529_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/gv6gscqtps/sebr000508_en_aq


FLYERS
Show a high-level overview for individual solutions or  
an entire portfolio of monitoring solutions
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Access links

LoRaWAN Monitoring System

English

French

German

Ital ian

Spanish

Predictive Analytics

English

French

German

Ital ian

Japanese

Korean

Spanish

Flowserve Monitoring Center 

English

French

German

Ital ian

Japanese

Korean

Portuguese

Spanish

Cloud Power

English

El Centro de Monitoreo de Flowserve es una oficina 
especializada en la cual algoritmos exclusivos y 
especialistas técnicos monitorean su equipo para 
identificar problemas de rendimiento y signos de 
posibles fallas antes de que afecten su operación.

Cuando los equipos, criticos o no, se desvían de los 
parámetros recomendados para un funcionamiento 
óptimo el portal Insight le notificará la existencia de un 
posible problema. Nuestro experimentado equipo en el 
Centro de Monitoreo de Flowserve también recibirá la 
alerta y trabajará con sus operadores para diagnosticar 
el problema y formular recomendaciones para resolverlo.

CENTRO DE MONITOREO DE 
FLOWSERVE
Asociese con especialistas técnicos para 
monitorear el rendimiento del equipo y detectar 
problemas de inmediato

TM

ANALYZE

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/lhc8kwwxfz/sefly000169_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/ccjnjtl9fk/sefly000169_fr_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/hlb8psj8gs/sefly000169_de_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/z7sfplxr5r/sefly000169_it_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/8sgwppfgjv/sefly000169_es_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/rhflmbjxxg/sefly000172_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/t8b7kxmfrl/sefly000172_fr_aq 
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/ljnnx6pxkt/sefly000172_de_aq 
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/qrjvrhtzrz/sefly000172_it_aq 
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/fkswtbd8r7/sefly000172_ja_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/wfkvwdfrgv/sefly000172_ko_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/dbnkhtfxvl/sefly000172_es_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/bkxdldh7jp/sefly000160_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/c8vvfvtvfm/sefly000160_fr_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/sqhwclzkcw/sefly000160_de_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/ht9gqztbl2/sefly000160_it_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/5sf9nvswls/sefly000160_ja_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/96rzc77xsc/sefly000160_ko_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/mwd6hfchmk/sefly000160_pt_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/dx7nchsbdl/sefly000160_es_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/n8zppxftvj/sefly000456_en_aq


WHITE PAPERS
Thought leadership, technical write-ups on IoT solutions 
and related topics; useful in understanding IoT-related 
applications, solving problems, or making decisions

Access links

THREE STEPS TO UNLOCKING THE 
BENEFITS OF MONITORING ROTATING 
EQUIPMENT

EVOLVING INSTRUMENTATION AND 
MONITORING MAKE IIoT MORE VIABLE

GAINING VISIBILITY INTO ASSET 
PERFORMANCE

WHAT IIoT AND PREDICTIVE  
ANALYTICS MEAN FOR THE FLUID  
MOTION INDUSTRY
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https://flowserve.widen.net/s/ggsclb6f78/sewp000379_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/ggsclb6f78/sewp000379_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/ggsclb6f78/sewp000379_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/7vc9ctwbcf/sewp000378_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/7vc9ctwbcf/sewp000378_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/9zbfwjtvr9/sewp000380_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/9zbfwjtvr9/sewp000380_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/xnlhjxflfn/sewp000199_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/xnlhjxflfn/sewp000199_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/xnlhjxflfn/sewp000199_en_aq


SUCCESS STORIES
Case studies showing how Flowserve solved a critical 
customer challenge using RedRaven technology  
and services 

Access links

REDRAVEN RESOLVES MISSION-CRITICAL 
WATER SUPPLY CHALLENGES

REDRAVEN DIAGNOSTICS ENABLE 
STREAMLINED POWER SUPPLY IN 
THE UK

REDRAVEN CONDITION MONITORING 
SOLUTION SAVES REFINERY FROM  
$40 MILLION PRODUCTION LOSS 

REDRAVEN PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE 
SAVES UK UTILITY PROVIDER TIME AND 
MONEY
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SUCCESS STORY

Challenge 
A petroleum refining company in the Asia Pacific 
region was experiencing pump alert delays, due an 
outdated condition monitoring system. With $1 million 
potential production loss for each day of downtime, 
they needed a solution that could send alerts the 
moment its large, mission-critical pump experienced 
a problem. 

Solution
To date, RedRaven has prevented two potentially 
serious failures for the operator, saving the refinery 
tens of millions of dollars with Flowserve IoT 
solutions, backed by intelligent pump algorithms 
and predictive analytics.

Timely alerts lead to a huge win 

A petroleum refinery company operating in Southeast 
Asia installed a large, mission-critical critical pump in its 
hydrocracking unit. Their legacy condition monitoring system 
had some major disadvantages. The refinery could not send 
aggregated data to Flowserve for analysis until they had 
downloaded the data from their DCS for its pump sensor and 
process measuring devices. This meant there was no way to 
receive timely alerts for pump problems. If the pump were to 
experience a problem between data downloads, the refinery 
would be at risk of an unplanned shutdown, which means 
production losses of up to $1 million each day.

Though RedRaven had not yet launched, Flowserve was able 
to help the refinery with an IoT solution that included earlier 
versions of the some of the innovative technology RedRaven 
uses today, including:  

• Equipment-based monitoring sensors 

• Intelligent pumping algorithms that predict equipment 
performance 

• Customized online portal for fast and easy access to 
performance data 

Flowserve frontline team members received an alert, 
indicating an pump was overheating. They reviewed the online 
performance data, contacted the refinery, and visited the 
site. With the help of their remote design engineering team, 
Flowserve’s frontline team members performed the corrective 
action, decreasing the pump temperature before it failed.

This was a first for the refinery; the IoT system enabled 
Flowserve and the refinery to proactively resolve the problem 
in a single day — without significant downtime and revenue 
losses. If the pump had failed, they would have had to stop 
production for about three weeks to drain the reactor, remove 
the pump, and finally install and commission a replacement 
pump. According to the refinery’s estimates, the downtime for 
this one incident would have cost $20 million in lost revenue 
and damage.

Some years later, the refinery upgraded to Flowserve’s newly 
launched RedRaven IoT platform, and the system detected 
a temperature spike that reached above 100°C (212°F) in 
the same pump. The system alerted both the refinery and 

RedRaven Condition Monitoring Solution Saves 
Refinery from $40 Million Production Loss 

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/5pqbdkcwfm/sess000383_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/5pqbdkcwfm/sess000383_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/p5lxjffwg7/secs000362_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/p5lxjffwg7/secs000362_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/p5lxjffwg7/secs000362_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/cjfzwvkh5r/sess000520_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/cjfzwvkh5r/sess000520_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/cjfzwvkh5r/sess000520_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/xdscwwqpvp/ssss001132_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/xdscwwqpvp/ssss001132_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/xdscwwqpvp/ssss001132_en_aq


INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
RedRaven, in the context of industries and specific 
applications
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Access links

PSA VALVES APPLICATION INSIGHTS

CSP VALVES APPLICATION INSIGHTS

WATER INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

DESALINATION SEALS  
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

POWER STEAM CYCLE SEALS 
INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

TM

Maintaining power output while reducing costs
Power generation plant operators can avoid unplanned 
downtime and extra costs for maintenance and repairs by 
improving the reliability of mechanical seals within critical boiler 
feed, condensate extraction and cooling water pump systems. 
Comprehensive internet of things (IoT) solutions provide 
condition monitoring and predictive analytics of key equipment 
throughout the power steam cycle — including mechanical 
seals in addition to pumps and valves. As a result, power 
generation output can be maintained while also enabling 
operators to reduce costs and enhance efficiency.

Avoid downtime in critical steam cycle processes
Industries around the world depend on reliable power supplied 
by steam cycle generation plants. So do commercial and 
institutional power users as well as billions of residential 
consumers who heat and cool their homes with the electricity 
from these facilities. Therefore, steam cycle plant operators 
must minimize unplanned downtime to produce the power 
needed by end users of all sizes. 

Reliable uptime of ultra-critical equipment must be 
maintained in boiler feed, condensate extraction and cooling 
water pump systems. 

Monitoring boiler feed pumps, valves and now seals
Boiler feed water is an extremely demanding service, and a 
boiler feed pump system contains some of the most critical 
pieces of rotating equipment in the steam cycle. A typical 
installation will include two pumps, each rated at 50% of the 
required capacity. A third (spare) pump also is rated at 50% 
of capacity and must be available at a moment’s notice to 
maintain full power generation. The pumps themselves may be 
monitored, but their mechanical seals more likely will not.

Seeing inside boiler circulating water systems
In addition to boiler feed, older steam cycle plants often 
have boiler recirculation systems with pumps that use high-
pressure/high-temperature seals. The seals are a under heavy 
load, and failure can be dangerous to personnel as well as 
costly to plant operations. RedRaven seal monitoring can 
give early warning of coming seal problems to help operators 
understand when maintenance is required before it is too late.

Ensuring that all the infrastructure operates continuously 
requires advanced technology that monitors pump, valve 
and seal conditions — without steam cycle plant operators 
having to analyze all the data. You need solutions for condition 
monitoring and predictive analytics to help anticipate 
equipment failures, enabling employees to take preventive 
actions and avoid unnecessary disruptions.

Increasing Power Steam Cycle 
Reliability and Efficiency
IoT Solutions for Seals

INDUSTRY  INS IGHTS

TM

Improving Desalination Equipment 
Reliability While Reducing Costs
IoT Solutions for Seals

Keeping up with ever-increasing water needs
Demand for drinking water as well as water for agricultural and 
industrial uses will be significantly higher than the available 
supply in some regions by 20301. This means operators of 
desalination plants are challenged to ensure consistently 
reliable operation while also increasing output and reducing 
energy consumption.

Significant challenge: Avoiding downtime costs
Every day in desalination facilities around the world, pumps, 
valves, seals and energy recovery products help to bring fresh 
potable and industrial water to billions of people. Seawater 
reverse osmosis (SWRO) plant operators must minimize 
unplanned downtime to produce the clean water needed by 
individual households and municipalities as well as businesses 
of all sizes. 

High-pressure membrane feed pumps feature optimized 
hydraulics and advanced material technologies to keep 
operating costs low and plants running continuously. 
Equipment needs maintenance and can and does sometimes 
fail, however; this leads to disruptions in the supply of clean 
water while also adding costs for repairs and lost production.

Ensuring that all the infrastructure operates continuously will 
require advanced technology that monitors pump, valve and 
seal conditions — without desalination operators analyzing 
all the data. You need solutions for condition monitoring and 
predictive analytics to help anticipate equipment failures, 
enabling your employees to take preventive maintenance 
actions and avoid unnecessary disruptions. 

Source: World Economic Forum, “We’re helping to close the gap between global water demand and supply,” 

June 18, 2021, https://www.weforum.org/impact/closing-the-water-gap (accessed May 4, 2022).

INDUSTRY  INS IGHTS
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Common valve factors affecting PSA operations

• Mechanical damage due to fatigue

• High friction, causing deviations in stroking speed

• Bearing wear in rotary valves

• Packing leaks

• Seat wear, leading to increased leakage 

• Loosening of parts due to vibration and cycling

Impact of valve failures

PSA is vulnerable to production constraints when control valves  
fail or deviate from expected behavior. Typical practice is to follow  
a reactive approach to maintenance, i.e., addressing maintenance 
after the failure has occurred. This often leads to PSA beds being 
taken offline, compromising production rates. In addition to loss  
of production, valve failures can also lead to hydrocarbon leaks, 
resulting in regulatory fines and hazardous plant conditions. On  
a typical large-scale hydrogen plant, a 1% increase in PSA unit 
availability and production through reduced downtime could 
potentially lead to a direct positive impact of $3 million to $5 million 
annually. When we take into account the cascading effect of the 
hydrogen network and its impact on downstream units consuming 
the produced hydrogen, the benefit is significantly higher.

Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is most commonly used in chemical processing facilities to separate and purify a wide range of 
industrial gases. It can also be utilized in refinery units, ethylene plants, propane dehydrogenation plants, hydrogen manufacturing units 
(steam methane reforming) and air separation units. The PSA process uses “beds” of solid adsorbents to filter impurities from a feed 
gas. Control valves play a crucial role in the process, as they regulate the forward and reverse flows of feed gas across these beds. 

Valves used for PSA applications must perform with maximum availability and reliability: they are expected to cycle every few 
minutes while alternating between tight shut-off and bi-directional flow. Unexpected valve outages or unplanned maintenance 
would compromise efficiency and production.

REDRAVEN IOT SOLUTIONS FOR VALVES
Pressure Swing Adsorption

TM

REDRAVEN IOT SOLUTIONS FOR VALVES 
Concentrated Solar Power

Concentrated solar power (CSP) plants use mirrors to concentrate the sun’s energy to drive traditional steam turbines or engines 
that create electricity. The thermal energy concentrated in a CSP plant can be stored and used to produce electricity when it is 
needed, day or night. CSP plants are environments with high temperatures, drastic temperature changes, excessive vibration, 
extreme characteristics and aggressive ambient conditions. These harsh areas can compromise valve reliability, causing 
unexpected downtime, expensive valve repairs and diminished plant production.

* Harbour Research custom report (2016)

Common valve factors affecting  
CSP operations

• Packing leaks  

• Poor control of salt freezing-thaw cycles, leading to: 

 – Decreased response time 

 – Valve instability 

 – Valve trim damage

• Thermal degradation of seals and electronics

• Hydrodynamic noise 

• Cavitation 

• Mechanical failures due to vibration

Impact of valve failures
Most CSP plants typically 
adopt a reactive approach 
to maintenance, i.e., 
only addressing valve 
maintenance once a problem 
occurs. This approach 
leads to valve failures, 
compromising CSP plant 
capacity and efficiency, 
and costs plants between 
$50,000 to $200,000* 
per day in unscheduled 
downtime and repairs.

RedRaven can prevent valve failures
Since most CSP plants do not have control valve redundant systems, a valve failure means the entire plant could be 
offline. RedRaven can help plants to keep their valves operating at peak efficiency to avoid unplanned downtime and 
expensive repairs. Plants can use RedRaven to proactively track vibrations, temperature transients, pressure spikes 
and receive early notifications of friction, packing leaks and toxic salt leaks.

TM

INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

Water

RedRaven value proposition 
RedRaven is an adaptive technological platform capable of enabling IoT services for flow motion equipment and systems. It  
offers the water industry the scalable abilities to monitor and predict equipment failures, take preventive actions, and avoid 
unnecessary disruptions.

Challenges facing the water industry
Lack of technician resources — You’re likely operating with 

limited technician resources, making it difficult for your 

maintenance teams to monitor your equipment effectively. This 

becomes even more challenging if you have hundreds of pumps 

spread across a large area or are operating remote facilities with 

limited or no technical staff on-site.

Lack of IT expertise — Your teams are focused on moving water, 

not IT connectivity. Without the technical expertise to understand 

the intricacies of remote monitoring technology or the infrastructure 

(cloud, data security, etc.) required to configure and operate it, you 

may be hesitant to adopt new monitoring technology. 

Reactive focus — Because resources are spread so thin, your 

teams are in constant “reactionary” mode, only responding to 

issues once things go wrong. Your technicians are trained to 

respond to pump problems once they show signs of an issue, not 

to predict problems in advance. But this means that when 

something goes wrong, it really goes wrong. 

Lack of capital — Most water facilities are publicly funded, so 

you must carefully scrutinize spending to keep costs down. Unlike 

other industries, you don’t have the luxury of capital expenditures 

to invest in cloud-based infrastructures or new technologies, so 

you have to make do with what you’ve got. 

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/npjmdvshbk/sefly000305_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/npjmdvshbk/sefly000305_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/npjmdvshbk/sefly000305_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/28bvgk2zpc/sefly000304_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/s2zhj56wpr/sefly000306_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/bb2tjzrscz/sefly000521_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/bb2tjzrscz/sefly000521_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/jct7jc9lgc/sefly000522_en_aq
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/jct7jc9lgc/sefly000522_en_aq


EDITORIAL COVERAGE
Thought leadership IoT articles published  
in editorials and publications

Access links

FIT WIRELESS TECH TO YOUR NEEDS

AS THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY STRENGTHENS, NEW CHALLENGES EMERGE

3 STEPS TO BUILDING A COMPLETE ANALYTICS SOLUTION

LONG RANGE NETWORKS CAN ENHANCE REMOTE MONITORING 

OF FLUID CONTROL EQUIPMENT

UNLOCKING THE FULL BENEFITS OF IOT TECHNOLOGY

REDRAVEN COLLECTS WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE & CLARITY

OPERATING WITH DIGITAL PREDICTIVE TECHNOLOGY TO 

  ADVANCE THE WATER INDUSTRY
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https://www.efficientplantmag.com/2019/04/fit-wireless-tech-to-your-needs/
https://empoweringpumps.com/flowserve-as-the-oil-and-gas-industry-strengthens-new-challenges-emerge/
https://www.pumpsandsystems.com/3-steps-building-complete-analytics-solution
https://www.pumpsandsystems.com/long-range-networks-can-enhance-remote-monitoring-fluid-control-equipment
https://www.pumpsandsystems.com/long-range-networks-can-enhance-remote-monitoring-fluid-control-equipment
https://jasubhaimedia.com/cew/2022/january-2022/#p=50
https://empoweringpumps.com/flowserves-redraven-collects-wisdom-knowledge-clarity/
https://www.flowserve.com/en/about-flowserve/blogs/data-analysis-predictive-analytics/digital-predictive-technology-water-industry/
https://www.flowserve.com/en/about-flowserve/blogs/data-analysis-predictive-analytics/digital-predictive-technology-water-industry/
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CUSTOMER PRESENTATIONS
Detailed information on product offerings,  
value propositions and key insights

TM

Access link

REDRAVEN PUMPS SOLUTIONS CUSTOMER PRESENTATION

REDRAVEN VALVES SOLUTIONS CUSTOMER PRESENTATION

REDRAVEN SEALS SOLUTIONS CUSTOMER PRESENTATION

WHY REDRAVEN? COLLATERAL MENU

https://flowserve.widen.net/s/zfrtx6vtvq/13387_c_en
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/rz9j2qqpkr/vappr000592_en_oth
https://flowserve.widen.net/s/lmmmxqnblz/ssprs000929_en_16x9


Insight

Forecasts when your equipment 
will fail, why it will fail, and what 
you can do to prevent it.

Monitor continuous behavior 
and receive indicators of 
potential failure.

Critical assets

Vibrations (FFT), temperatures, 
suction/discharge pressures, �ow

Sophisticated algorithms analyze 
the data; Flowserve and plant 
personnel work together to 
determine next steps and 
provide insights.

Detects small changes in 
equipment operating 
conditions, which could be an 
early indicator of failure.

Receive a snapshot of near 
real-time trends and alerts of 
irregularities 

Balance-of-plant equipment

Overall vibrations and surface 
metal temperature

Software generates trend 
reports and alarms for review 
by plant operators, reliability 
engineers and maintenance 
personnel.

Visit the Flowserve Knowledge Center for more information.

WHAT
IT DOES

WHAT
YOU GET

ASSETS
MONITORED

DATA
COLLECTED

OUTCOME

PREDICTIVE
ANALYTICS

ASSET
MONITORING

©2019 Flowserve Corporation

See how your equipment 
performs over time and prevent 

failures and disruptions.

Gain a clear understanding of your 
equipment’s remaining life, most likely 

failure modes and recommended actions.

Asset monitoring and predictive 
analytics work hand-in-hand to 
give you 24/7 insight into your 

equipment performance.

Equipment Health

INFOGRAPHICS
Key insights on individual solutions; these provide  
an overview of each monitoring solution

Access links

THE TWO SIDES OF PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

EQUIPMENT HEALTH INSIGHT

©2019 Flowserve Corporation

Capturing equipment performance data requires equipment sensors that 
collect and transmit operational data to a central hub.

• Common types of data captured: Vibration, temperature, 
pressure, �ow rates, and other information critical to the 
operation. Sensors must often be installed in areas with 
potentially explosive atmospheres.

• Full-spectrum or basic: Some devices collect only basic 
(snapshot) information while others can deliver continuous, 
full-spectrum data. 

• Battery life: The amount of data collected and the distance the 
device transmits this data determines the device’s battery life. 

• Weather resistant: Sensors must work in all environments, 
including extreme temperatures and weather conditions. 

• Uninterrupted signal: Sensors must be independent of 
equipment, so if the equipment fails, there isn’t a break in 
communication. 

• Safe and secure: Sensors should meet the most rigorous data 
security standards to safeguard sensitive information.

Data Capture

Capability 1: Data Capture

+
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Capability 2: Data Analysis

Complete view of 
equipment health

Having all the data in the world won’t mean much if you don’t know what to 
do with it. Keep the following in mind when selecting an analytics partner. 

• Algorithms are proprietary: Algorithms are based on 
proprietary models, methodologies and industry experience. 

• Deep expertise: Work with partners who understand analytics 
and rotating equipment. 

• Diagnostic capabilities: Analytics should diagnose failing 
equipment (without needing to open the pump) and tell you 
how to �x common problems. 

• Practical and actionable insights: Your partner should create 
algorithms that provide speci�c and actionable insights, not a 
data dump of information.

• What to collect: Your partner should recommend what 
datasets to analyze to achieve your speci�c objectives. 

• Full-spectrum analysis: Your partner should create algorithms 
that analyze full-spectrum data, so you get the most insights 
from your data.

Data Analysis

Predictive analytics can help companies identify equipment 
problems before they happen, keeping productivity high and 
maintenance costs low.
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